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NEW IDEAS, PRODUCTS AND
SOLUTIONS = OPPORTUNITY.

Did you read the headline on this page? How long did that take you to look
at it. . . less than 3 seconds. By this time you have already made up your mind
about the quality and the quantity of the content of this paper. Likewise,
when someone comes to your web page or reads your email message within three
seconds they have made up their minds to buy you, your product, or your
service.

NO CHOICE. IT HAPPENS IN 3 SECONDS.

Anyway . . . “Did you ever have to make up your mind? Say yes to one and
let the other one ride. Did you ever have to make up your mind?” These lyrics are from
a John Sebastian song. In marketing, in advertising, in looking at someone or
something, we make up our minds immediately. There’s no choice in the matter.
We make up our minds way before our rational thought reasons it out to
get to know, to be with, to buy or not buy. Therefore the colors of your landing page,
your headline, the layout of your website will sell your product . . . or not . . . depending
on how it all is composed.

YOUR FIRST IMPRESSION
If it’s true people make up their minds in three seconds or less then the only appropriate
statement is: “You never have a second chance to make a first impression!”

This can help you with your life and with your copy writing. The concept is a little
phenomenal, but it’s actually true. The time most businesses take to state their

USP (unique selling proposition) is pretty much wasted because the sophisticated
Internet buyer has clicked away.

IT’S ALL ABOUT PERCEPTIONS

In the mind of the consumer you must use a differentiating idea to market yourself or
your product. To build your brand you must use a differentiating idea and that idea
must be simple and built around differentiation.

WHAT’S “DIFFERENTIATION?”

Within our product and service culture we are bombarded by endless choices . . .
Millions of similar products and services impinge with demands to “buy, buy!” There
is an ever expanding sea of categories and they are constantly dividing so more and
more choices present themselves. The only way a product can stand out is to show
that it is different from the rest. This is differentiation and you must be unique to be a
success.

LACK OF DIFFERENTIATION IS GROWING

Because of the gigantic spread of products and product categories, Rosser Reeves
codified the term UPS – Unique Selling Proposition. Thus to counteract this trend of
poor advertising focus in a gigantic sea of choices, advertises must return to these
three principles;

UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION ( UPS)
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•

Each ad must make a proposition to the
customer.

•

It must be a unique offer.

•

It must move the listener/reader to action.

HOW TO BUILD A BRAND

The most important aspect of branding is differentiation -- being different
in the perception of the consumer. That’s easy to understand. If there are a million
choices, there must be some reason to pick certain products. They have to be
special, or different in some way.

UPS: UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION

Since logic is a science, it’s logical that constructing a unique selling proposition should
be a science, not an art. Here are the steps.

1. Make sense in context. What you really want to get is a quick snapshot of the
perceptions that exist in the mind (the general “Mind.”)

2. Find the Differentiating Idea. You have to be unique and one of a kind and find
something that separates you from the competitors.

3. Have Credentials: Be able to demonstrate your product’s difference.

4. Communicate your Difference. Change the perceptions of the consumer.

Bottom line: Since a real differentiating idea is also a real motivation tool, you can’t
over-communicate your difference. The lesson is not to try and tell your total story.
You just have to focus on one powerful differentiating idea and drive it into the mind.

This is a very deep way to explain human motivation and the needs of business in the
age of the transparent Internet. Your personal brand and your business brand will
benefit greatly as you see the necessity of standing out by being unique. You must
differentiate or die!
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YOU HAVE TO HAVE IT!

And you’ll drive all night and spread the word and be heard because you have
PASSION about what you want. You gotta have it. . . and so do your friends. Boy do I
need a Starbucks! Gotta have it.

YOU LOVE IT! You Gotta have it.

VIRAL FORCE

There really is a viral force to the passion brands. We can really have a relationship with
them because they seem to be alive. Sometimes we get smarter (Google) or by using
them we connect with our community. We need the apps. (Adobe) I gotta have one!
(Starbucks).

ACCELERATE YOUR BRAND
Here’s the way to success:

• Create a brand people love.
• Work the world . . . not age, gender, or race.
• Differentiate your design.
• Hire passionate people.
• Know your customers need you.
• Give it to them “Their Way.”
• Respect your brand’s heritage.

Passionate brands make a profound emotional connection. Their symbols and their
significance is that they genuinely engage with us and we find through them a way of
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expressing our individuality, our brand as a distinct reality in this overwhelming
information age.

Why Do Some Things Catch On and Others Don’t?

The answer to this question is that some products and services get stuck in an apathy
zone. This is a place which exists between the most pleasing experience regardless of
price and the easiest experience which is also the cheapest. Products and services that
are tepid, neither super great nor very cheap and easy to obtain . . . these products
languor and die. No one buys them.

Two Extremes Succeed.

The first extreme is called the “High Fidelity” product or service which is the total
experience. It is luxury. People naturally search for ways to identify their socio-economic
position in the world. The super-rich do it with luxury. The second extreme is called
"Convenience" which is defined as how easy it is to get something . . . with the caveat of
a low cost. Cost is a factor for a lot of people. This is simple. If something costs less it is
easy for people to buy.

The Trade Off

Between the two extremes of High Fidelity and Convenience there are all sorts of
variations and degrees. A successful company can’t do both. It can’t provide its
customers with the luxury High Fidelity and the cost savings of Convenience.

Mass Luxury? Impossible!

The fidelity/convenience trade off shows “mass luxury” is a fallacy.” The mass of people
are concerned with ease and cost; luxury is about the total experience regardless of the
cost. They can’t co-exist. There Is always a trade off. Customers continually exchange
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fidelity for convenience and vice versa. Decisions, choices, and an uncertain future—
that’s life. This means the customer is always either moving up or down the scale
toward more luxury or more convenience. This is a constant trade off that is not static
and is never fixed.

Technology is the Kicker.

Technology constantly improves both the luxury experience (fidelity) and also the ease
and cost (convenience). If a product or service is high fidelity then tech will change it to
higher fidelity. If it is convenient then tech will change it to be more convenient.

The place between fidelity (luxury) and convenience (ease + cost) is called the “Fidelity
Dead Zone.” This is a no-man’s land between the total experience and the cheap quick
fix. No one gets excited about a product that has no fidelity and is only somewhat
convenient. If you run a company, don’t get caught there. Don’t be tepid.

The Winners

Extreme high fidelity (luxury) and extreme convenience (ease + cost) define the
winners. All successful products and services fall at the ends of the scale between
these two extremes, not in the middle. Don’t be tepid. Don’t get stuck in the dead zone.

The idea of a constant trade off between luxury and convenience, and the metaphor of
a “fidelity dead zone” is fascinating. Our connection with others and our individual
identity matter more to us than just about anything else. All other quality/convenience
factors being equal adding a social dimension can change the prospect of a product or
service. The important idea for the internet whiz-kid is to live passionately and
productively everyday—to have fun, learn a lot, and enjoy every minute of it. You are
only limited by how well you navigate and how far you want to surf the wild wave of the
new, open, transparent world we live in.
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Get Wild! Get Passion!

But be yourself. The Internet makes it possible for anyone to be 100 percent true to
themselves and make serious cash by turning what they love into their personal brand.
Some people do it through video broadcasts which create a large community around
their products. You can do it do.
Be Different, Live Your Brand

You need to be authentic. When you are yourself you differentiate yourself from
everyone else. No one is exactly like you. You’re special.

Where eyeballs go, opportunity follows.

A sea change is coming and nothing can stop it. The world of TV and magazine
commercials is dying. The time is now, and it’s all about community. If you need to
monetize (make money off your ideas, products, etc.) then get into position. The
gigantic opportunity is right now!

Transparency

Consumers want you to tell them the truth. Above all they want to know who they are
dealing with, and they want the truth. You have to expose your being, your talents, in a
clear transparent manner . . . because the future is opening tremendous potentials. The
old guard is dead. The age of community is here.

Plan Now!

Read my blog:

Start with great content. Quality is most important. You need to have a quality product
and you need to promote it with quality content. That means no hype in your blogs.
Rather, content, content, content. . . . Real conversations with your community.
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Be Yourself

Tell your story. Keep it real. Invest in yourself. Communicate from your heart . . . but do
it in your special passionate, maybe irrational, or funny way. Authenticity is what will
make it possible for you to put in the kind of hustle necessary to crush it.

How do you sell to customer’s needs?

You have to create for them an experience that is personal and unexpected. They have
to feel after you’ve engaged them that a connection was made. They have to have a
powerful, emotional experience . . . somewhat like, “Wow! I got something for nothing."

How do you create ‘the experience'?

It’s all about energy exchange. If you are incredibly passionate about something, the
other person assumes it must be something worth being passionate about. Only an
inspired person can deliver energy and passion and truly make a difference. A
memorable experience is one that delights customers.

You selling? What you selling?

Are you selling, or do people want what you have? If you create a memorable
experience people will line up to do business with you. If you simply give them what
they want, it’s not an experience. They have to want what you have.

Who cares?

Greatness can best be measured by the impact we’ve made on others, by the way
we’ve connected with them, touched them personally, brought them along with us, and
perhaps inspired their best considerations.
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Beat the Game by:

• finding a product.

• test marketing the product.

• finding a saleable-scaleable* product.
*(scaleable means you make $ on one or ten thousand)

• Putting it all on auto-pilot.

You decide how you will sell and distribute your products before you commit to a
product in the first place.

The enduring properties of human beings produce a particular economic, political and
social environment where really making a profit is not the main purpose of a business.

First, organize a mission team and use your fundamental objectives to construct a
mission statement, and use that regularly and strategically.

What’s Important:
A business must increase the wealth or quality of life of society by the economic use
of labor and capital. It must provide opportunity for the productive the productive
employment of people for the satisfaction of normal occupational desires. It must
provide just wages for labor and a just return on capital.
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Mission Statement Required
A mission statement identifies the fundamental objectives of a business. . . .that
is, a set of high-level goals that are neither time-specific nor quantified. Mission
statements are used to guide organizations’ strategic planning effort, to help set
day to day priorities, to evaluate new or on-going programs and to evaluate the
policies and practices of the organization.

Setting up Your Strategy
Put your company so far ahead of the competition, that there is no competition.

How to do this? Use Value Innovation.
Instead of beating the competition, you focus on making the competition irrelevant by
creating a leap in value for the buyer and your company, thereby opening up new and
uncontested market space. Your products are new and they provide outstanding . . . or
at least considerably more . . . value . . . than anyone else. There is simply no
competition.

Discover the answers to these questions:
1.

What are the alternative industries to yours? Do customers trade across them.

Why?
2.

What are strategic groups in your industry? Do customers go higher or do they

trade down.
3. What is the chain of buyers in your industry?Can you unlock value by looking at new
value?
4. Look at complementary products and services. Untapped value is hiddern there.
What is the context in which your service is used?
5. Look across functional or emotional appeal to buyers. If you compete on
emotional appeal, what elements can you take out to make it functional? If you
compete on function, what can you take out to make it emotional?
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6.Look across time. What trends will impact your industry. Are they
reversible or evolving in a true direction? Can you open a new customer utility?

Using this strategy companies invent or reinvent themselves. Using value
innovation they move way beyond the competition.

Get Smart People Talking
There is a lot of money to be made if you get a lot of smart people talking and
then sell their anonymized conversations to vendors Our world, the world
wide transparent net, is quickly developing into separate social communities
which have tremendous power. These are recommender online communities.”

What’s a Recommender Community?

As the name implies, products which are recommended by people of your community
sort of sell themselves. The old method of force feeding advertisement to the masses is
becoming as antiquated as trading of bread was in the Egyptian milieu. Have you got
any dough? Give me some bread. We still use the terms, but we don’t trade in dough or
bread.
In the recommender community the sellers are buyers and are trustworthy and verify
that the products are excellent. The social networks, acting as consumer rating services
or recommenders of products and services, will eliminate the need for finding the
customer. The social network that encourages reviewing, ranking, and recommending is
the new marketing tool.

Recommender communities will lower the price of all consumer goods and
services by gathering consumers into membership clubs where they will have
conversations about products and services, candidates, and local civic issues.
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Trust and Verify

The single most important words are trust and verify. The members of the community
must be real people, not representatives of large corporations. Social networks which
recommend and support products are the wave of the future which we’re ridding now.
At least, the momentum is beginning to build.

ARGOT KILLS – BRAIN DEAD
Argot is the language of a trade or profession. For instance, a doctor talks
about prescriptions, aspirin and so on. A plumber speaks about drains, pipe
wrenches, etc. The new marketer uses the words ‘Units of Marketing Value,’
“Traffic Stream,’ ‘Transaction Stream,’ and so on. Here are some important
argot words for today’s Internet Whiz-kid:

• More
• Profit
• Faster
What’s a Great Website?
Make your site look like a community, not an add.
Stop readers in their tracks.
Be friendly, but sell . . .really sell!
Use emotion to sell?
Ask What’s the Problem?
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Why hasn’t the problem been solved?
What is possible?
What’s different now?

Exactly what are you selling?

People are moved by emotions. The world’s dry, it wants to cry and feel
and experience more than get up, go to work, come home watch TV; get
up go to work, come home, watch TV. Probably the most important
question is: In the advertisement of your business, in your copy, in your
emails—is emotion injected into them? Have you replaced the dry dead
words and injected emotional words and psychological drivers?

How to Think Like an Internet Whiz-Kid
There are a lot of ideas contained in this report, but the most important thing to
remember is to be a like a kid. When a kids falls down, they get up. They brush themselves
off and start over. The Internet Whiz‐kid of today knows failure is just a step to success. If
you create an Internet vehicle and it runs out of gas, breaks down, or doesn’t bring in the
money, Then . . . so what! Start another, and another, and another.
Our business IS ALL ABOUT HAVING FUN. &nbsp;People &nbsp;learn by doing so when
something is fun then it&#8217;s easy. &nbsp;Our mission is to use entertainment to
educate and enlighten. &nbsp;A game has traps, ways of getting free, intents, opponents
and rewards. &nbsp;&nbsp;Wisdomgame. &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;By
playing&#8212;by fun&#8212;you give the green light tolive the life of your dreams.

You know the great German philosopher, Goethe, wrote:
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“Whatever you do or dream you can do—begin it. Boldness has genius and
power and magic in it.”

You can get started right now. Sharing has a tremendous power in it. It
makes the statement that our world is abundant. Right now copy this pdf
and send it to a friend as an email attachment.. You could help us out, if
you want, by copying this
"#Free reports learning is fun http://wisdomgame.org"
and help us by pasting it your Facebook or Twitter Account.

Starting is most important because it does hold genius and magic. We’d love to
have you as a special member. What’s important is to start now!
If you want, you can subscribe to membership. Just click on the form below.
Each week you'll receive new reports, video product reviews, friendly news, and
you'll be linked to an international network where you can connect, collaborate
and express your creativity. Give the green light to the life of your dreams.
My friend . . . I hope we become good friends. We give away free and interesting
reports and we review time-savings, important new products which we trust
you'll enjoy. We use entertainment to educate and enlighten. Your input is
important. Hope to hear from you. Just click on the form below.

Thanks,

Steve
Steve@wisdomgame.org
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